Client Comments

This was my first experience chairing a national conference …after two weeks I am
still receiving positive feedback…I look forward to working with you in the future
and hope you are available for our next conference in 2011.
Department of Veterans Affairs

I have just returned from the best sales meeting of my 15 year marketing/sales
career…thank you for the creativity… I look forward to working with you on future
projects.
Spectrum Brands

…[REEL IMPACT] is dependable and always seem to do a little bit more than what is
expected or required.
AT&T

In all our dealings with Reel Impact, they have been very responsive to budget
constraints, often contributing ideas that conserve resources.
Argonne National Laboratory

As an agency with a small in-house production facility, our association
with REEL IMPACT allows us to offer a much higher quality of product to
our clients without adding equipment or additional staff. They come
to every production with a wealth of technical expertise and a genuine
desire for excellence.
Imagery Marketing Group

I felt like I was at the Academy Awards. It was outstanding.
Ford Motor Company
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We appreciated the professional service and the ability of Reel Impact to produce a
final product on time and within budget. Reel Impact cuts through the clutter and
gets the job done; and it is a job well done.
National Corn Growers Association

…we were especially pleased to see consumer reaction and feedback regarding
Gitano products…the creativity and quality exceeded my hopes and expectations.
The Gitano Group, Inc.

Magnificent! Superb! Wonderful! There aren’t enough adjectives in the dictionary to
describe the excellent job you did…we were so fortunate to have been able to tap
into your creative talents.
United Way of Greater St. Louis

We LOVE the film. Your usual brilliant work!
General Motors

Your input into the script and filming was instrumental in developing an
outstanding production that is exceptionally well organized, scientifically accurate,
and aesthetically pleasing.
Washington University School of Medicine

We appreciate your energy level and drive to add yet "one more detail" to make a
super film. You went beyond our expectations when you developed some of the
charts and still photography background shots and all within your original
proposed budget.
American Soybean Association

Children's Hope was looking for a video that was informative but grabbed the
viewer emotionally. Thanks to the help of Reel Impact, we accomplished that goal.
Children's Hope International
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“I think we can put that one in the win column.”
Sea Ray Boats

Our personnel have gained from your attention to detail and ability to apply
original interactive concepts and creative formats.
Michael’s Craft Stores, Inc.

On behalf of my staff, myself and the employees…we would like to thank you and
your technicians for a job well done. Your video and audio expertise was evident.
Chrysler Corporation

Hassle-free service.
Meister Media Worldwide

We got the copies of the DVD in Orlando as promised and it worked perfectly…I
know you guys put in a huge amount of effort…We look forward to continuing to
work with you and your team.
General Motors

We wish to extend our sincere personal thanks to all of your staff in making our
conference such a success. Special thanks to Elise Reid, for her attentiveness and
flexibility throughout the conference, which contributed to the overall success of
this high profile meeting.
Department of Veterans Affairs

I just got my copy of the music video today and watched it again. It is soooooo
awesome AND I have received 30 other compliments from students, faculty,
organizers and sponsors.
The Challenge X Organization
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… I would like to thank you for: finding and commissioning appropriate business
executives to be interviewed on video; keeping the interviews tied to the content of
the course; adhering to deadlines; …Thank you for your contribution …
PWS-KENT Publishing Company

Just wanted to let you know the response to our :30 spot has be overwhelmingly
positive…we were extremely impressed with how well the shoot went. You not only
brought our ideas to life, but by adding your own ideas really made the spot sing.
Hip Advertising

It also was wonderful to work with a professional like you. You were organized and
always brought with you a creative “game plan” yet were open to other’s ideas.
Keep up the good work!
St. John’s Mercy Medical Center

Thanks for the great job you did on the KSDK promos…I hope we get a chance to
work together again.
McBride & Company

Thanks so much for the excellent work…the promotion…was terrific.
Mississippi State University
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